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Category:Sound production technology Category:Audiovisual introductions in 1997Q: How to get the alertview with an
UIAlertController only when the app is close in the background? I'm using an UIAlertController to display toasts, and a switch

to detect when the app is opened or closed in the background. Now, when I'm closing the app from the foreground, the
alertView is shown but I'd like to get rid of the alertView when the app is closed in the background from a timer or something

like that. How to? A: Try: func backgroundExit(completion: (()-> Void)? = nil) { DispatchQueue.main.async { if
UIApplication.shared.applicationState ==.background { // Show no alert if the app is in the background } else { // Show alert if
the app is in the foreground } } } Also, please don't forget to add the required feature to enable background execution. Citrine,
the purple-tinged color associated with the Greek goddess of dawn, is a more eye-catching hue than turquoise, but not as eye-
catching as blue. The color appears in small doses in nature: the iris of the tropical freshwater cichlid, for example, is a clear

blue-violet, and the tropical sea cucumber’s are bluish-green to purple. What makes the iris so striking is that three other well-
known colors are working in tandem with it to create a hypnotic, three-color effect. Many people are familiar with the tricolor
of the eye (dolly eye) of a peacock. But in this case, a careful balance in the arrangement and magnitude of the different colors
ensures that the eye is still striking when not in full display. The peacock eyes are typically blue, yellow, and a slightly muted

grayish blue, and those that have been shown to be favored over other hues like deep brown, green, and black, respectively. Not
long ago, the naturalist and author William Gilson (16
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